Monitoring of a film coating process for tablets using near infrared reflectance spectrometry.
A process analytical chemical method using near infrared diffuse reflectance spectrometry was developed for the determination of the amount of tablet coating on single tablets. This method is based on calibration of the spectra versus the added mass of coating solution. The tablet core was composed of two halves of different chemical composition and spectra were recorded from both sides of the tablets. The calibration was carried out using the chemometric methods principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS), and multiplicative signal correction (MSC). The PLS-model utilised spectra obtained from both sides, pretreated with MSC, and ordered into one object. This method can be used in process analytical chemistry at-line. Additional characterisation of the measurements was obtained by calibrating the spectra versus coating thicknesses obtained from optical microscopy. Using PCA, it was possible to roughly estimate the maximum depth in the coating material that returns chemical information, the 'information depth', which was 0.1-0.2 mm.